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ABSTRACT

This study sought to explore the impact of television in shaping gay identity. It is a result of a

case study of young people's interaction with the soap Generations and a critical discourse

analysis of some of the episodes dealing with the gay storyline. It particularly focused on the

representation of gay men in the soap Generations and, further, how gay young people

interact with these images and representations of the gay lifestyle in the soap and make

meanings out of them. The findings suggest that young people do interact with the soap and

make meanings out ofthe way gay men are represented in the soap. This is juxtaposed

against "their lived experiences and used as part of a socialisation process within their

environment. The representation theory showed how gay men are stereotyped on the soap and

how the discourse is structured from the view of the heterosexual elites. Symbolic

annihilation helped show how the invisibility of gay people on television impacts on the

socialisation of gay young people and how it impacts on their identity making their

communities invisible. The media effects and multiculturalism theories provided a

framework through which the interaction of the respondents with the soap could be viewed to

examine how audiences derive meanings from the soap.

Zimbabwe is a closed community when it comes to discussing issues of homosexuality.

However, from discussions with both gay and heterosexual respondents, it is clear that

Generations has opened up public space as a referral point from which the subject can be

explored. The representation of gay people in the soap is still stereotypical and impacts on

young gay people conforming to what the majority in the community view as acceptable

behaviour. Although this is the case, the soap does impact in the shaping of gay identity as

for most young gay people, this is the only point of reference they have in the media on

interaction between gay black males in a cultural context almost similar to their own.
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